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GOOD
STUFF

What is the biggest difference
between dating in the US and dating
in London?

CLOCKWISE FROM
ABOVE: Ashley
Longshore painting
Audrey With 42
Monarchs; red wine;
Shantaram by Gregory
David Roberts

I’ve been shockingly surprised in the
similarities between the two, but in
London, women seem more receptive to
the concept of ³making the ¿rst move´

Top three pieces of dating advice?
Be true to yourself from day one; don’t be
scared to speak out about your beliefs and
views; and remember that the only person
to make you feel inferior is yourself

What’s your favourite… book?
Shantaram [by Gregory David Roberts]
because it is a beautiful glimpse into every
walk of life

Beverage?
Red wine

Quote?
³Be kind, for everyone you meet is ¿ghting
a battle you know nothing about´

Holiday destination?
Skiing in Colorado – that’s where I met my
¿ancp and because it is a very freeing and
stressrelieving place

Whitney
Wolfe
Whitney Wolfe, 26, from Utah
is the founder of dating app
Bumble, which launched in 2014.
She was also a co-founder of
the internationally recognised
dating app Tinder. Unlike Tinder,
Bumble puts the women in charge
of making the first move – and
they have 24 hours to do so. We
find out what makes this young
entrepreneur tick
— BY SOPHIA CHARALAMBOUS —

Artwork?
A portrait of me, my mum and sister that
Ashley Longshore painted She is the most
ama]ing artist and human on the planet
And those are the most important people
in my life

Do you think it is better to be feared
or respected as a leader?
I think they go hand in hand but I think
it’s good to be kind but never have that
be mistaken for weakness )ear does not
eTual respect It might on the surface but
not behind closed doors

What could you not live without on a
desert island?
Is :i¿ a fair answer" Red wine, and my
loved ones

How can we encourage more women
to get into the tech industry?

FROM LEFT: Skiing in Colorado;
Whitney Wolfe’s dating app Bumble
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Stop assuming that it is impossible and
stop letting the unknown be a fear from
getting there <ou would be shocked how
accessible the tech industry has become
over time

